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J e f f  L o w e

R
eaders of this magazine will be well aware by

now of the highly idiosyncratic, if not

determinedly controversial, character of the

storyline the Royal Academy’s recent Modern British

Sculpture show appeared to be taking – strong on

Early and pre-war Modernism, Epstein, Moore et al;

completely dismissive of 50s Geometry of Fear

sculptors like Butler, Armitage and Chadwick; and

no more than patronising to Caro and the New

Generation sculpture he ushered in, before ending

with a final, extended flurry of conceptualist and

YBA pieces. A bit of a simplification perhaps, but

enough to suggest that the overall tenor of the

curators’ thinking was to move things away from a

‘making’ approach to sculpture and towards ‘art

about art’ – fashionable possibly, but representative

of only a very tiny fraction of the work being done

over that period, or now for that matter.

All these ideas had been brought very much back

into focus by an opportune, and thought-provoking,

day spent in the company of sculptor Jeff Lowe at

his studio in Brockley in South-East London. His

massive piece, entitled Berkeley Square, unveiled in

Berkeley Square on 24 June as one of the sixty
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commissions being made by the City of

Westminster’s on-going City of Sculpture scheme,

had, sadly, just left the studio the day before for

finishing off at the foundry. However, in a substantial

modern warehouse space, the size of nearly two

tennis-courts, there was no shortage of other recent

work on both a large and small scale to set our

conversation going. 

Lowe’s story is a distinctly interesting one. A pupil of

Anthony Caro and William Tucker at St. Martin’s in

the early 70s, Lowe was a willing beneficiary of

those New Generation ideals that insisted upon an

organic relationship between ‘looking’ and ‘making’,

the intuition a sculptor must develop for those visual

discoveries, accidents and moments of recognition

that shape an artist’s individual voice. That is never

going to make for a straightforward artistic route

though. 

After an initial show at the Leicester Galleries in

Cork Street in 1974, when he was only twenty-one

and still a student at St. Martin’s, appearances in a

whole series of important Arts Council, British

Council, Serpentine and Ikon touring shows of the



70s, and a regular slot at the influential Nicola

Jacobs Gallery in the early 80s, he seemed marked

out for youthful stardom. Lowe’s subsequent career

has appeared (until very recently at least) to

prosper rather more in Europe, Australia and the

USA than the UK. Lowe himself is reluctant to point

the finger at the timidity of London dealers to take

him on – he recognises that the logistical and

practical problems posed by the monumental scale

that has characterised so much of his work since

the mid-80s means that there are probably very

few commercial gallery spaces in London that could

show it as effectively as he can himself in his own

purpose-designed spaces. 

Since the mid-1980s this is an area in which he has

shown quite the most remarkable degree of

entrepreneurship: before he moved to the Brockley

studios that now form his main base and gallery

space some four/five years ago, he had a
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opposite: Jeff Lowe in Brockley
Studio, with Berkeley Square
maquette

left: Making Space No. 4, 2011,
nickel coated steel 37x34x29cm

bottom: Transporting Jeff’s Berkeley
Square sculpture to be painted
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substantial space in South Bermondsey, now a

store, and has, for many years also retained (and

substantially developed) an ancient 17th century

farmhouse/ workspace in Portugal. Nor does this

take in a whole mews street in nearby Forest Hill

that includes not only a purpose built

studio/home/office but now a whole community of

artists and musicians! This might make him sound

more like a property developer, but not only has he

done the promotional bit far better than most

galleries could have, he has also provided himself

with the income, and independence, to make the

kind of work he wants to make, largely free of

gallery terms and conditions.

And what integrity the work shows. At a moment

when sculpture seems to have become more

obsessed with a bloated monumentality and artistic

celebrity/ego and less with the considered pursuit

of a serious personal language, Jeff Lowe’s

powerfully conceived and immaculately rendered

architectonic structures would seem to hark back,

very refreshingly, to an altogether more purist age;

a climate in which a consistent artistic integrity

could continue to provide the point of departure for

a sculptor’s continuing exploration of his/her world

of forms and materials. 

Thus Lowe’s enthusiasm for buildings and their

restoration can be seen as part of the same

sculptural instincts his work has always shown for

the architectural, not just in their ‘look’ but in their

technical processes as well. For example, in

discussing one massive piece still in his studio (very

akin to the Westminster piece), consisting of two

great interlocking cubes of steel and a connected

airy space frame, Lowe commented on how he liked

the idea that, when I walked round one side of it, I

completely disappeared from view behind the

monolithic blocks before emerging round the other

side, a building quite as much as a sculpture! As

Professor Eric Moody has acutely observed, “By

their own weight and presence Lowe’s sculptures

oblige us to consider the strength of the floor or the

above: Making Space No. 8, 2011,
nickel and copper coated steel with
paint, 51x51x24cm

opposite top to bottom: Red, Blue
and Graphite (Enclosure Act), 2010,
Powder coated steel,
261x128x122cm

Circular Wall Sculpture, 1975,
outside the Musee d’art Moderne de
la ville de Paris

Making Space No. 2, 2010, nickel
coated steel with paint, 29x25x21cm
(maquette)
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wall that supports them, the space that surrounds

them and the fall of light through windows and

doors which facilitates our experience of them.” It is

a quality which  places him very much in a tradition

of Modernist Abstract sculpture, David Smith, for

example, or his former tutor and good friend,

Anthony Caro, though Lowe’s  disciplined avoidance

of the former’s decorative flourishes or the latter’s

tendency towards mythological narratives, keeps

them still intensely architectural in spirit.

The other central strand that would seem to inform

Lowe’s work, one that surfaces time and again, is

his refusal to see any sculptural tradition, however

apparently consigned to art-history, as devoid of

continuing formal, emotional possibilities. Lowe

sees them all, in one critic’s succinct phrase, “as

unfinished business, incomplete journeys”. He is

extraordinarily well-informed about contemporary

sculpture - one part of our conversation circling

round the idea that one of the real problems of

recent British sculpture has been its over-

impatience to move on before properly exploring its

discoveries and innovations. He has, too, at various

times in his career, drawn on the work of sculptors

as varied as Rodin and Brancusi, Giacometti and

Matisse and, until recently (when it was stolen)

Lowe had a museum-class collection of African

sculpture, Dogon in particular. The profound sense

of a monumental sculptural presence apparent in all

of their work, an emotional quality if you like, is one

which informs all his work on both a large and small

scale.

What of the future? A series of small, complex,

wire-frame sculptures occupied one corner of the

studio, their interiors hollowed out with openings

and pathways, closures and densities. It doesn’t

take a huge effort of imagination – but a great

sense of excitement - to see these pieces growing

into major pieces of a scale and poetic resonance to

match anything he has achieved so far. Lowe’s

tutor, William Tucker, once admonished him, “Don’t

make art, make some thing” and it would seem to

be a lesson that Jeff Lowe continues to take very

much to heart – these are not only sculptures but,

equally, presences in the world.
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Jeff Lowe’s Small Scale exhibition runs 4 - 9 July at

Gallery 27, 27 Cork Street, London, W1S 3NG.

Telephone: +44 (0) 208 6995032. www.jeff-

lowe.com


